
HEDGER CONSTRUCTIONS

COASTAL COMFORT
A LUXURIOUS MODERN BUILD

Abundant in contemporary charm, this coastal property eclipses the typical images invoked of a lavish beach home. This 
commodious single level home diligently observed the client’s brief to create a durable and low-maintenance home that 
would comfortably accommodate a multi-generational family. The home incorporates a blend of natural elements with a 
muted colour palette to create a striking home which complements the gorgeous surrounds. 

A custom-built timber ramp leads the way to the home’s entrance. Passing through the entryway, visitors are greeted by 
a small retreat which benefits from the floor-to-ceiling windows and doors which allow ample natural light to illuminate 
the space. Progressing down the corridor lie the generous bedrooms, which are all equipped with en suites, and the grand 
master bedroom also features a walk-in-wardrobe, boasting the finer luxuries a home should possess.

Within the home’s centre lies the pièce de résistance: a large open plan kitchen, dining and living space which embraces a 
large pool that runs along the length of the room. Taking advantage of the home’s north-facing positioning and mirroring the 
front of the home, floor-to-ceiling windows and sliding doors allow sunlight to flood into the property and ease of access to 
the magnificent alfresco area. 
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The free-flowing living area radiates stylish sophistication; a lavish waterfall island spans the length of the kitchen and 
features pull-up bar seating allowing the hosts to entertain with ease. An additional butler’s pantry allows food preparation 
to remain out of sight, keeping the living space free from clutter and mess. Continuing the home’s aesthetics, this kitchen 
also features timber and natural hues that complement the home’s polished concrete floors.

Hedger Constructions is an industry leader in constructing energy-efficient, luxury, custom homes on challenging sites. 
Directors Steven and Sharon Hedger value the importance of building and creating your dream home and approach each new 
project with the clients’ unique needs and satisfaction in mind.

Hedger Constructions’ practical home designs maximise the use of limited space and the potential of sloping blocks. Homes 
are always expertly built to harmonise with the landscape, while fulfilling the clients’ requirements with a supreme attention 
to detail and high-quality craftmanship. The professional team at Hedger Constructions is proud to have received more than 
30 Master Builders Association of Victoria Awards in seven different categories. Hedger Constructions is a trusted name in 
energy-efficient builds, knock down rebuilds, large scale renovations, extensions, and commercial projects.
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